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The new Red and Force AXS also include intuitive two-stage shift paddles that let you control the different release characteristics of the cable pull on the shifter. - The adjustable shift paddles on the Red and Force AXS shifters can now detect the position of the cable at the cable guide on the shifter so you can ride with a shorter or longer derailleur cage. You can even tweak the angle of the gear
selector arrow to help you dial in the optimal height. - The new RED AXS and RED AXS Pro models are now made with forged aluminum and aerospace grade avionics material. - The new RED AXS model includes the adjustable shift paddles and a retro clear lens on the Red AXS shifter and anodized aluminum frame. - The new Force AXS model includes the shifter paddles and anodized
aluminum frame. - The new Force AXS Pro model includes the shifter paddles, anodized aluminum frame, and an ergonomic grip. - The new Force AXS Pro model has a different look and feel than the previous model. Bottom Line: The new Red and Force AXS drop-bar shifters are intended for 11-speed eTap systems, but for customers who have never used an 11-speed eTap, the new shifters work
fine with 11-speed eTap equipped bikes as well. The adjustable shift paddles on the shifters can be a little tricky to find and learn, so it's important to spend some time familiarizing yourself with how to adjust these to work with your system. In addition, since the shifters are so light, a little extra muscle is needed to operate them, and this isn't for everyone. If you're interested in a new drop-bar shifter
for your road bike, check out the new Red and Force AXS shifters at your local bike shop. ScottJens — February 15, 2016 What are your thoughts? Good or bad? Ronn Merritt February 21, 2016 I just bought a new eTap system a few weeks ago, and am very happy with the results. My shifter was a E-TAP WR, and the shifters available from Ridley are much better than anything else I have found.
Want to read more? Loading Note: The Spokeshave had limited testing on RED eTap shifters and this 82157476af
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